Space Camp 2018 - Space Academy, an amazing journey out of this world!

by Konna Seccul,
(Vic AFA member)

Hi everyone!

I was one of the students who participated in Space Camp 2018. I was asked to write a paragraph about the amazing journey that was Space Academy, let me tell you, it is out of this world.

Terrible jokes aside, space camp is an unbelievable opportunity for any student no matter how old. We participated in many activities like a 1/1 Shuttle simulator, A moon landing and Moon Gravity Simulation. The camp was enjoyable and I am still in contact with most of my American friends so it is a great way to meet people.

All of the staff were very helpful and very kind to all of the students and I don’t recall a single time where they felt like teachers rather than friends. The camp ground was very well prepared for accessibility and I felt comfortable walking around straight away.

Overall I recommend space camp to anyone that can go and it is truly a once in a lifetime opportunity, unless you go twice. Once a year Space Camp is open for vision impaired students for one week.

If anyone would like to know more please contact me through the Vic AFA rep.

Thanks for reading

Konna